The traditional search engine is unable to correct 
Introduction
In order to use the information including in Deep Web database more effectively, it is need to categorize by its fields. At present the classification of Web database is primary and needs further improvement [1] . The paper advances the classification of web database based on machine learning and uses a new method to calculate weight. The classification method can work very effectively after trained with some samples tested by experiment; it will work better with more samples. And the stable performance can be available, accuracy and recall will vary within small range accordingly. The pattern of HTML form is <form action= " URL " method= " get|post " >, and the content of HTML form is </form>. The argument of Action means the processing program to submit HTML data to server. The argument of Method means the method to transfer the content of HTML form to sever [2] .
HTML includes so much useful information that it can show its features by using all the control. But some property of outlook can be emitted, such as: size, length, and so on.
Additionally the features can be made by the show times of control; HTML can be in one textbox or several textboxes.
According to the above-mentioned, the following features of HTML will be withdrawn:
The property of name in HTML <form> tag;
These words which withdrawn from the property of action in <form> tag;
The type of control which included in the HTML form;
The value of name property and value property in input control;
The property of name in select control and textarea control;
These words between control tags 
In equation (1) 
The weight estimates of inquiring interface feature (6):
In equation (6) 
Conclusions
Web data includes query interface and result. The classification of web data is the key to integrate classification and search. The paper discusses feature extraction from HTML and classification with naï ve Bayes. The result shows that the method used in the paper can work well with small samples. But the paper does not consider more content of the words, so it is our further study.
